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FLY OF THE MONTH – Hare’s Ear Nymph 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recipe: 
Hook: Tiemco 200R, 35262, 5263 and 3761 size #4 - # 22. 
Thread: Tan or brown size 6/0 for # 4 - #16, 8/0 for #18 and smaller 
Weight: Optional, lead wire or copper bead 
Tail: Mottled brown India hen saddle feather fibers one hook gap in length 
Rib: Gold or copper Ultra Wire size small or extra small  
Abdomen: Hare's mask dubbing from a hare's mask (not packaged) tied sparse 
Wingcase: Slip from a natural turkey tail feather 
Thorax: Hare's Mask dubbing tied robust 
Tying Instructions: 
1 .Debarb hook and start thread at the 70% hook shank length behind the eye. Wrap thread reward to the 
bend of the hook. 
2. Select a large hen saddle feather and preen the hackle fibers out to the side of the stem to even the tips. 
3. Tie in the fibers at the hook bend. Bring the tying thread under the tail to give the tail a slight lift. 
4. Wrap the tying thread forward over the remaining tail fibers to the tie-in point and trim. 
5. At the tie-in point tie in a length of ribbing wire and wrap tying thread over the ribbing wire back to the bend 
of the hook. 
6. Dub the tying thread and wrap the dubbed thread forward to the tie-in point.  
7. Wrap the ribbing forward in open spirals to the tie-in point and trim. Wrap the thread back over the 
abdomen to the 60% point. 
8. Tie-in the wingcase ,underside up and dub a robust thorax up to the tie-in point. 
9. Fold the wingcase forward over the dubbed thorax and tie-off and trim. Build a neat thread head and whip 
finish. Trim thread. 
10. Using yor dubbing needle or bodkin pick out the guard hairs to represent legs and gills. Result, a buggy 
looking fly to match the natural. 
Always have several sizes and colors in your box.  Go fishing 

 The Fly of the Month is provided by Bob Foster.  Bob can be contacted at bpfoster2@att.net 

 

We have featured the Hare's Ear Nymph several times 
in the Fly Of The Month.  The reason is that this pattern 
is a very effective nymph pattern and it represents so 
many mayfly nymphs.  Helping so many years with the 
Chattahoochee Coldwater Fishery Foundation I have 
had the opportunity to help collect and sort our insect 
collections.  When it comes to nymphs the pattern 
representing these small nymphs is small and dark in 
color.  However, there black and shades of brown, tan 
an gray.  This pattern represented here is only one of 
the many Hare's Ear Nymph patterns being tied 
today.  You can ties this pattern from a very small #22 
up to size #12 or larger.  Remember, for the rivers you 
may be fishing it is size, shape, color and your 
presentation to match the insects natural behavior. 


